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INCOME CAPiTALIZATION
AS A METHOD OF ESTIMATING
THE DISTRIBUTION OF
WEALTH BY SIZE GROUPS
CHARLES STEWART
NATIONAL income and its distribution have thus far proved both

more susceptible of measurement and more useful in economic
analysis than national wealth and its distribution. It has, indeed,
been questioned whether, if the former is available, the latter is
necessary or of much use.' Not infrequently, it has been suggested

that the one distribution is tantamount to the other. To this
writer it seems that estimates of wealth, and its distribution by
size classes, would prove of substantial independent value for eco-

nomic analysis, provided they were considerably more accurate
than the estimates heretofore made.
The distribution of wealth has been sought chiefly for the purpose of indicating the prevailing degree of inequality in a coun-

try, or of comparing the degree of inequality in countries of
different social structures. Even aside from their statistical crudeness the results have not proved adequate indicators of economic
welfare. The grouping, for example, of individuals of the same

wealth but in far different positions of economic security and
power is a definite shortcoming, but this is probably even more
serious in the case of the income distributions. Even so the results

may demonstrate, satisfactorily if roughly, the measure of inequality prevailing at any given time.
1 See Simon Ktinet, Studies. Fo!u,ne Two, Part One, especially pp. 37-61, (Ilscusion by R. T. Bye, Gerhard Cohn. M. A. Copeland. and E. SI. Martin. and reply
by Dr. Kurnets.
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the forthcoming simplification of the federal tax structure, this
matter becomes of great importance. And for any judgment as to
the influence of taxation upon savings and investments, it is useful if not imperative to have wealth distributions of considerable
refinement.

In Europe and in this country several methods have been developed for estimating the distribution of wealth by size groups.
Before the imposition of the income tax in the United States,
county probate court records afforded virtually the only data for
such purposes. Since Statistics oJ Inconje became available the in-

come tax data have been used in various ways that will be described in the following sections. Few attempts have been made
to construct wealth tables simply by capitalizing items of income
reported for taxation; nor is such a purpose the aim of this article.
It seems to the present writer that two techniques may be em-

ployed to obtain wealth distributions that are not mere reflections of income statistics. The first is the estate-multiplier
method, discussed in the next section, which is widely used
abroad, particularly in England. The second is the method suggested by Fritz Lehmann which utilizes, in combination, American income and estate tax data.
Since the material necessary for the estate-multiplier method
is not available for the United States, the main purpose of this
paper is to test Lehmann's method and to compare the results and
problems with those of other methods which are also based, at
least to some extent, upon the income-capitalization approach.

I The Alternative Methods
1 THE ESTATE-MULTIPLIER METHOD

Of the various ways of estimating the distribution of wealth by
income or wealth brackets, the estate-multiplier method is probably the most desirable, but it is at present inapplicable to the
American statistical material. This method rests "on the assump-

tion that the dying in each age group are a fair sample of the
living in the same age group". Making this assumption, "it is possible from the [estate duty statistics] to construct a table of distribution among the living. The numbers and values of decedents'

I
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estates in each age-group are multiplied by the rec1pr(lj of
tht
death rate for that age group." Curiously enough,
the federal
estate tax statistics for 1922-24 were cast in the right form
to pro.
vide the data required by this method. The number and
value of
the estates tiled at time of death were presented by age groups
and
sex. By multiplying the number of estate returns by
a factor
representing the ratio of the 'quick and the dead', for
each age
group and sex, the distribution of wealth could be estimated
To
the writer's knowledge these statistics have not beeii
utiljzJ' It
may be that the material is too rough. The age groups in the official estate statistics were rather broad (ten
years, in most case
More serious is the fact that a total of 1,918 estates
were untabu.
lated in the annual statistics of 1922, 1q23, and
1q24; and when
later summarized the data were not broken down by
age groups.'
There is no reason except expense why the old
practice should
not be resumed and improved. It would be sufficient
for this pur.
pose if such compilations were made at five-year intervaL..
For
any year since 1916 the necessary material might still
be obtainable from the Treasury records; and the results
should be more
valuable than the estimate of the Federal
Trade Commission
for 1912-2'3, at least as far as the
upper brackets are concerned.'
One important difficulty, however, is
involved: What is the
mortality rate, by age groups and sex, of the
wealthy stratum of
the populatiozi? It is no doubt
different from that of the general
population. This information seemingly is lacking for the
United
States but the difficulty is not at all
insuperable. In England, for

example, the death

rates for various 'social' or occupational
classes have been published by the
Registrar.Geiieral for selected
years.7
The chief limitation of this method,
if applied to the federal
3 Josiah Wedgwood, The Econo,5
of Inhrjganc,. (London: Rotitkdge, '929),
p. 45. See also G. W. Daniels
and Harry Campion, Thr Distribution of .Vational
Capital (Manchester Unisersity Press, 1936),
p. ..
4 Cf. W. L. Crurn, TI,,' Distrjb,,ij00
No. i, 1935). pp. 10-14. Estate tax of ll'eaW, (H;rvaI(l Busjt,css Research Studi,
returns h age and sex groups are plotted in
Pareto.tvpe curses and these are taken
as presLlnI1)liye (ljstrjb,,tions ol wealth, but
the estate.multipli,. method is not applied,
U. S. Bureau oF
Internal Res'enue .StQ/jsj(ç if lncmfl
6 Federal rrade
p
Commission Nat jane! IVealth and !?!COflk', Senate
Doc. iz6, 69th
Cong., ist Sess.
(Washington '926). pp. 56-69.
CI. Wedgwood, op. Cii.,
p. 45; Daniels and Campion, op. cii.. pp. 14-18.
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estate statistics, is the fact that the results would refer only to the
very wealthiest classes. Because of differences in estate taxes, this
limitation is not present in the English estimates. The residuum
of national wealth in the hands of individuals could be allocated,
however, to the broad wealth class below the federal tax limit,

though this involves some dangers and assumes that the total
wealth is known; or the result could be supplemented by other
methods.

2 DISTRIBUTION OF PROBATED ESTATES

At the end of the last century C. D. Wright, M. 0. Lorenz, and
C. B. Spahr made use of available state probate records in Massachusetts, Wisconsin, and New York to estimate the distribution
of estate.s. The results must l)e differentiated from a distribution
of wealth. The dispersion of decedents' estates gives at best but a
hint as to the latter. In 1915 W. I. King elaborated the Massachu-

seus and Wisconsin results and presented some international
comparisons in his Wealth and Income of the People of the
United States. Since the estate and income taxes became effective
only in 1916, there was no possibility at that time of employing
the estate-multiplier method or the income-capitalization approach. But later, despite the shortcomings of the old method,
the Federal Trade Commission resorted to it in the study covering 1912-23, and concluded that its sample was "sulliciently good
to give an approximately correct picture of the facts". No
cognizance, apparently, was taken of the possibility of applying
the estate-multiplier method to the estate tax statistics. Capitalizing income, on the basis of income tax statistics, was deemed im
practicable. Now, however, further study of probated estates,
especially the smaller ones, would prove invaluable in supplementing the income-capitalization results.
3 DIRECT CENSUS OF WEALTH

Another general method is the direct census of wealth. Australia
made such a census as a war measure in Ig15. The cost of a census
See C. L. Merwin, Jr., Part One. Sec. 1.
G. H. Knibbs, The Private JI'ealth of Australia and its Growth (Melbourne: Commonwealth of Australia, Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics. 1918), Pp.
24-5,30-i, 48-9.

--a
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is obviated if the property tax can be
taken as a
measure of wealth distribution, and this method presumptive
Massachusetts and Michigan late in the i9th was utilji
century and by
Heliferich in his estimate for Prussia in
1908.10 But in no
western
country today could this presumptive method
he
employed,
for
the reasons that have led to the
breakdown of the
property tax
itself. Nor would the

expense warrant a direct census save in
some
emergency. The United States has made
inventories of national
wealth that have been of use in
roundabout ways in
constructing
wealth distribution tables, as will be
indicated below.

II Refinement of tile

lneo?ne-GapitaIization Method

I CONTRIBUTIONS OF INGALLS
ANt) KING

The capitalization of income
able than the estate-multiplier approach is inherently less desir.
for the reasons that it excludes or direct census methods, largely
non-income yielding property and
that it is difficult, if not impossible,
to apply to the lowest income
brackets. Yet it has proved the
most
useful method in working
with the existing
American materials.
W. R. Ingalls was the first to
the conclusions concerning theemploy the technique. Critical of
distribution of wealth in the
United States implied by the
studies
of probated estates, widely
quoted in political discussion,
by means of what we might ingalls first challenged the resnh
call the mvenory method .tid
later brought into play
only
income-capitalization. He made a rough
division of the total national
and other sources, in the handswealth, as reported by the Census
of
farn1ers,corporations business
interests, and the public
but they are sufficient generally. "The data are fragmentary,
to indicate clearly the extensive
tion of wealth
distribuamong the people of the United
States." "
This was the roughest
sort of beginning. Except whet)
bined with the
comincome-capitalization method. based upon in.
come tax statistics,
the results are unsatisfactory
and at best
suggestive. This next step
was likewise taken by Ingahls in an article first published in
The Iron Age, October
., 1923, and reio Federal
Trade Commjson, op. cit.,
p. 6n; Wedgwood. op.
IJ ic .lmerf((s
II l'e4?le 'OLk - l'j.: cit., pp. 101-2.
\lcr)in. I 92i1. p. 199.

II Wealth and lOCOifle
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printed in his Current Economic Affairs. The most refined use
of income-Capitalization, supplemented by other techniques, is
King's estimate for the United States as of December 31, 192
2 TYPICAL PROBLEMS OF THE CAPITALIZATION APPROACH

Some of the typical problems involved in the capitalization approach are revealed by the estimates of Lewis Corey and R. R.
Doane for 1928 and i 929.' Both employed substantially the same
procedures as King, though in much cruder fashion. Fcsentially,
the method is a combination of the inventory and incom c-capitalization approaches: national wealth as indicated by available data
is distributed according to size groups by means of indices obtained from income tax statistics. For only by "skillfully combining several methods", as Lehmann described King's work of 1921,

can it be hoped to obtain at all trustworthy estimates for the
whole range of income classes. Only to a limited extent are prop-

erty incomes directly capitalized and aggregated by income
classes.

The distributions for 1928 and 1929 are, in fact, incomplete
approximations. Corey's results refer only to income-yielding
wealth but embrace the entire range of wealth from the wealthiest to the poorest. Doane's distribution, on the contrary, includes
nonincome wealth but excludes all persons below the federal
income tax limits.
One limitation of the pure income-capitalization approach,
namely the problem of including non-income wealth, was partly
minimized by Doane (also by King) by using income tax statistics
chiefly for the purpose of obtaining keys for the distribution of
wealth totals known from other sources. Bank deposits, insurance, individually owned houses, and all varieties of personal
property, present problems to be dealt with in one way or another. Two questions are suggested: whether all personal property is counted in national wealth totals, and whether suitable
-

uThe procedures used by Ingalls and King are more fully desaibed by Merwin,
Pan One, Sec. 1.
1$

Lewis Corey, The Decline of American Capitalism (Covici Friede. ')' p. 3o.

The traditional tabulation according to income or wealth classes is abandoned by
Corey in favor of broad social classes, though probably with too few subdivisions.
K. R. floane, The Measurement of American IVealth (Harper, 19), pp.25. 33.
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keys have been employed to allocate such
propel-ty to
classes.

wealth

The treatment of wealth in the hands of
income tax leeis presents another difficulty. persois beioiv the
For this task
flinch
information is essential Concerning the
magnitu of different
items of wealth such as farm property, bank
depos1 ilisulalice
automobiles, and other types of durable property.
Some data of
this type are available in agricultural,
financial, and other statj.
tics. How to make the necessary allocation,
roughly, is the
problem. Unfortunately tht aiethods used byeven
King and Corey are
not fully described, but the problem is beset with
ties and dangers. Some measure of cxtrapolatio,1 many dicul.
for example,
must be employed, as King indicates. If
erly defined and accurately determined,aggregate wealth is prop.
with itls(jtutioIial and
public wealth eliminated from total
private wealth, soniC degree
of extrapolation based upon available
indices of distribut10 way
be permissible; or if it is not (leemed
necessary to specify tile distribution of wealth within the sub-classes
of the non-tax brackets,
the residuum may be assigned to that
broad wealth stratum. As an
alternative, a somewhat arbitrary
figure or a special CCIISUS for a
single year may be taken as
a norm over
assumed that the wealth in the lower a period of years if it is
great fluctuation Another possibility, brackets is not subject to
referred to by King, is that
net income may approximate net 's'ealth
(or stand in some definite relationship to it) for the lowest
strata
of income recipients.
But there are other difficulties
mates, as Ingalls pointed out, usually Total national wealth estirefer to physical wealth, and
it is questiona
whether flofl-piiysiGlI a&sets of going concerns
are properly reflected in such
earnings of corporations mi-',' invelitories Since tile capitalized
exceed their physical assets, the reSuiting distribution of wealth
appears more unequal than it is.
On the other hand,
capitalized earnings may be less
than the
physical assets counted in the
national
inventory,
with time contrary distortion
of results.

3 DISTRIBUTION OF

INCoIE.y1ELDJNG I'ROIERTY

The theoretical and statistical
wage incomes have deterred problems involved in capitalizing
economists from attempting any distribution of wealth embracing
human capital; and the short-
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comings of a simple application of the income-capitalization
technique which excludes non-income property. are apparent.
Nevertheless the distribution of income-yielding property is of
importance per e; it is more valuable as a presumptive distribution of wealth than the familiar dispersion of the estates of the
dying. Maxine aple has estimated the ownership of such property by income-tax brackets as a means of measuring the progression of federal taxation upon income and wealth.14 The values of
the different types of payments reported for 1928-32 were capitalized by yield rates representing, in most cases, an average for

a complete busiiies cycle. The present writer has recast her results in the belief that they are of interest in this connection; her
study is the only thorough application of a strict capitalization
approach.
The critical problem in this approach, other than the inclusion
only of income-yielding property of the higher income brackets,
is clearly the rate of capitalization to be applied to various types
of property income. Adequate statistical data are lacking on the
rate of yield of the different types of income-earning property and
on changes in these rates over time. Data on the yield of corporate
stocks are perhaps more abundant. Yet the indices that exist refer

only to selected issues. Whether the indicated year-to-year
changes in yield are representative of fluctuations in the yield of
all stocks is questionable. In any case the rate of yield is but an
approximation. Since the general range is known, the precise rate
may not be so important, except for the fact that corporate stock
is held in different proportions by individuals in the different income brackets.
Another question relates to the assumption always made that
the rate of yield of common stocks or other investments is equal
for all income classes. It is highly questionable that common and
preferred stocks, seasoned and unseasoned issues, are held in the
same proportions by the various brackets. Nevertheless there are
far mole difficulties connected with the rate of yield of business
properties, real estate and miscellaneous properties, and rights.'5
One factor of particular importance, especially in the higher
14 'The Burden of Direct Taxes as Paid by Income Classes', American Economic
Review, XXVI (Decemher s6), 691-110.
'5 Ibid., pp. 704-7.
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brackets, is the retention of profits
in closely held
The resulting distribution
corporj0
appears less unequal than
the case.

is actually

ft.

The results of Miss Yaple's study are
summarized
In addition to persons below
the federal tax limits, in Table i.
this
tion excludes approximately three
of the smallerdistribu.
tax returns. It does not purport to million
Iflcome
include personal
a non-income variety, makes
property of
trative expenses1 and does no allowance for debts and adminj5.
not fully account for
cording to this table the half
insurance. Ac.
million income recipients
highest incomes owned approximately
with the
$140 billion of income
yielding property. This is
approximately two-fifths of the
gate private wealth, according
aggTe.
to various estimates
of that total.
rARER 1
DISTRIBUTION OF
INCOME-YIELDING PROPERTY IN
UNITED STATES AS AN
THE
AVERAGE FOR igsSigi
(derived
from the study by Maxine
Yaple)'.

TOTAL

WEALTH Hfl.a
BY PERSONI

WITh 1NCOsfl3
PERSONS

AGcREGAm WITU INCOMES

AVERAGE

OFFICIAL

INCOME
CLASS

CAPITALIZED

INCOME
PER RETURN

(thousands of dollars)
A
B
10
*5
25---

50

50 100
100 150
150 300
300- 500
500-1000
2000-2000

2000-3000
3000-4000
400O-500O

Over 5000

207.5
*07
540.
1.240.
2,020.
3.325
6.750.
12,200.
*3.100.
37.000.
55,5OO

92,222.

128,750.

AVERAGE

NUMBER

or rrrv&,ts
C

CAPITALIZED ABOVE SPEdINCOME
FlED UMITS

(B xc) (cot. c cuiu(millions fATED FROM

of dollars) BOTtOM ye)

D

E

288.305
290.856
43.049
15.753
3,853
2.960
852
502

*0.26
39.51
*5.24
17.89

446.392
258,086
67.230
24,181

7.79
9.86
5.42

8.428
4,577

284

4i52

40
14

9

6.i

2.9

' op. cit., . 705. The net estate
addition o the average personal data in Miss Yaple's Study
exemption for the years

LATED 21GM

boTtoM Vp)

(millions

of dollars)
F
139.359
119.099

79.589
56.349

38459

1.627
'765

15.389

79
39
25

777
.8

FlED UM
(col.. D CITMU-

50.669
20.809

263

1.48

ABOVE SPW-

iö

9.239
4.987
3.507
2.73
2.9

were adjusted by the
involved.
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4 LEHMANNS CORRELATION OF DIVIDENI) INCOME AND NET
ESTATES

As is evident from the fact that no year-to-year estimates of the
distribution of wealth exist, the whole technique of the income-

capitalization method as developed by Ingalls, King, Corey,
Doane and Yaple is extremely involved. The next major contribution to the method was introduced by Fritz Lehmann and
simplified the procedure substantially. For general purposes Leh-

mann's method may prove adequate for the higher brackets if
the results are checked from time to time by other methods. To
date its usefulness is limited by the absence of any satisfactory, or
widely accepted, estimates of total national wealth, and by defects

in the original datadifficulties that are shared by the other
methods as well.
Lehmanri described his method, which he devised to make a
rough estimate for the United States as of 1930, as a "short-cut
combining the results of the federal income tax statistics
with the results of the federal estate tax returns". The essential
steps are as follows: the value of corporate stock owned by persons in each income class is estimated by capitalizing the dividend

income shown on the income tax returns; the relation between
the value of corporate stock owned and the net estate is estimated
from the estate tax returns; this relation is then used to convert
the values of corporate stock owned into estimates of the total
net estate of persons in each income class.
Some of the advantages of the method are:
i. The method is simple enough to employ for year-to-year
estimates of changes in the wealth of the higher brackets.
income and non-in2. The result includes the value of both
come yielding property which may otherwise be neglected either
because of the deficiencies of the other income-capitalization approaches or because such property may be overlooked in the national wealth inventories.
Only one capitalization rate is required, that for dividend
.
income, eliminating many of the difficulties arising from the deis Pie Distribution of Wealth' in Political and Economic Democracy, c!I. by Max
Ascoli and Fritz Lehwann (Norton. 1937), p. i6i.
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tet mination of rates of yield for
other types of
susceptible of estimation.
property even less
.
The method makes no
assumption that the
wealth among the living
and
dying
distributjon501
are comparable,
by the probated
as is iInp1i
estate method. The critical
that in the estates of the
living and (lying, assumption is inerey
sents about the same proportion
corporate stock repre.
of the net estate
wealth class.
for each
Income.

III Annual Estimates of
United States, for

the Distribution
of Wealth in the
the Higher Brackets,
cjj6

The facility of Lehmann's
technique, compared
plexities of the method
with the commates over a period of developed by King. makes
possible estiAnnual estimates for years as a means of testing its
the years beginning
usefulness.
with 1922, when
necessary income and
the
estate-tax data were available
time, are therelore
for the first
presented
in
this section and
the earlier results in
compared with
the concluding section.
I DESCRtPTION

OF THE METHOD

The derivation of these

estimates
t. The
average rates of yield involved the following steps:
indices were employed
indicated by

Standard Statistics
to capitalize
ported by individuals
the
dIvidend
income refiling federal
income tax returns)9
' Cf. Cerhard
This
CoIm and

Fritz Lehmann.
jean Tax
Policy, Supplement t to Social F.i.onomic Consequences of
mating the
Recent Amer
Influence of the Personal
Researth (ig8). Ap. A: 'Method
and the
of F.sti
Income,
Gift
Distribution of Wealth',
anu Estate 'faxes
18 Standard
upon Savings
prepared h the present
Statisti Co., Inc.,
s itci
ls.sue,
New York. Standard
. pp. gi -.
1932-34, p. 125. For
Statisticc IluIh'lin. Rose
1922-25 the
index of
BooA
industrial
average rate of yield was
industrial preferreds; common stocks, 20 industrial
derived from the
beginning with 1926
preferreds. and 20 tusseasoned
stocks became
an index of go additional
available; in 1928 the
p. i6) was
index
of
common
discontinued, as was the
20 unseasoned
is a paucity
stocks (ibid.. 1928-29.
index of
of data. For 1931
Standard Earnings
cf. Statistical industrials in 1929. Since 1931 there
Bulletin (April tg),
(January
I936,
The estimated
p. 24.
p
for ig.i.
yields in
1923. 6.6; 1924. 6.2;
percentages are as follows
1925, .2; i926,
for
(he
7; 1932.7.4;
sears covered: ;i, 6.4;
; 1927,
4.75; 1928. .; tgag. .j.6;
i Statistics 1933.44; 1934.4.1;
1935,4.5; 1936,
of Income,
4.5. Cf.. Yaple, op. cii.,igu, ,6; 1931.
(922-36.
pp. 701-7.
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was done separately for each year and for each of fourteen incomc brackets. The brackets used include all the returns filed.
2. The average holdings of corporate stock by persons in the
various income classes were obtained by dividing the aggregate
corporate stock thus estimated by the number of income recipients in each class.
From the estate tax statistics 20 the average net size of es.

tates for each official estate class was obtained by dividing the
aggregate value of estates filed (allowing for no deductions except
90 per cent of the reported indebtedness) by the number of dece-

dents in each class. Because the small number of returns in the
higher brackets in any single year would make for unreliable results, the average size of estates for each year represents a threeyear moving average.
The average holdings of corporate stock in each year in
.
each estate class was similarly obtained as a three-year average.

The average corporate stock in each estate class was
plotted, separately for each year, against the corresponding average net estate on a double logarithmic scale.

A curve drawn through the plotted points was then employed to determine the average size of estates corresponding to
the average corporate stock held by persons in each income class.
Two assuniptions are made: that corporate stock comprises the
same fraction of the estates of the dying as of the total estates of

the living, and that stock holdings are closely correlated with
wealth classes.
The average wealth of persons in each income bracket thus

obtained was then multiplied by the number of persons in each
class for the given year, to give the aggregate wealth for each in-.
come bracket.
For purposes of analysis and comparison the resulting dii.
tnbutions of wealth were plotted (both persons and wealth cumulatively) on double logarithmic paper. The curve may then be
extended a short distance for a limited measure of extrapolation
if it is desired to compare the same number of income recipients
over several years. as was done in Table 2.
I0 ibid.

S
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2 SOME DIFFICULTIES OF THE METHOD

The chief difficulties are encounteted at the extreme ends of the
curve that correlates average corpot ate stotk and average net estates. It has already been noted that it was necessary to take a
three-year average of the estate data because of the few returns in
the very highest estate classes. Even thezi the curve did not cx.
tend sufficiently far. For invariably each year's income tax returns revealed individuals whose dividends, when capitalized,
exceeded substantially the corporate stock possessed by deceden
included in the estate tax returns.' The estimates for the income
classes above $2 million required in most instances some extrapolation of the curve discussed above in (s), and an examination of

the results for the ten wealthiest income recipients will reveal
great fluctuations from year to year. Nevertheless this may not be

too serious for the final results. At most it may account for an
error of less than i per cent in time total distribution. As will be
indicated later, Miss Yaple's results suggest that a simple application of the capitalization approach might be used for the very
highest brackets, at least as a check.
The shortcomings of the estate data contribute to the problem.
One reason, perhaps, why the curves dcrived from these statistics
do not indicate estates with corporate stock as large as those parcels of corporate holdings revealed in the income returns is the
fact that gifts inter vivos reduce the size of estates by time of
25 This fact suggests either the possibility of a flaw in the

method or an error in the
earnings factor; and to the degree that undistributed profits minimise
the dividends reported for taxation, the difficulty would be enhanced.
The
disparity
is not
likely to be explained by the possibility of under-valuation of
corporate stock in the
estates of the deceased, provided the law is properly administered.
While an error
in the earnings rate is a possibility, the explanations
below seem more probable: (I)
While corporate stock constitutes
a lasge fraction of the total ssealth of the largest
estates filed, it is possible that corporate stock coniprises a larger
large estates of the living (of younges men) than of the dying, Thispercentage of the
was stated above
as the critical assumption of the method. (2) The fact that total
estates of the magnitude indicated for the living do not appear in the
estate statistics titay be explained best by gifts inter vivos on the part of the older generation
of wealthy men,
in anticipation of death (not in a legal sense). This process
was
facilitated
by the
lack of a gift tax from 1916 to 1924 arid from 5926 to
and by the present gift
tax rate equal to three-fourr of the estate tax
rate. If this is the chief explanation.
the difficulty will not lead to any serious error in the
results.
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death. This transition, however, is reflected in the income tax
data; dividends are accordingly reduced.
Because of the large exemption allowed by the federal estate
tax, data are lacking for cstatcs of less tliut approximately $50.000.22 In order, therefore, to determine t'Le size of estates corresponding to the income classes below $5,000 the curve again had
to be extended a short distance. In large measure, then, the estimates of the wealth of income tax recipients in the taxable brack-

eta below $5,000 depend upon a degree of extrapolation. This
usually involves a large fraction of taxable persons and a consider-

able fraction of national wealth. It is in this connection that the
method requires supplementation by other methods and, equally
important, independent and accurate estimates of aggregate national wealth.
In the income tax statistics persons of widely different wealth
are grouped according to their net taxable income. In the higher
brackets, particularly, this means that persons with large earned
incomes or capital gains are classified with persons with far larger

property holdings, thus reducing the average dividends for the
class. A counterbalancing factor results from the fact that undistributed profits and the exclusion of income from tax exempt securities place people of greater wealth in lower income brackets,
increasing the average dividends for the class. This again is a
difficulty affecting the other methods equally.
As already indicated, the important assumption is made that
corporate stock represents approximately the same fraction of the
net estate of the living and the dying. This does not seem unreasonable since other factors than those directly related to age
groups are largely responsible for the nature of the investments
of the wealthy. It is the rate of taxation rather than old age, for
example, that explains the drift toward tax exempt government
bonds.

The rate of yield of corporate stock from year to year is dif22 The estate statisties do provide, however, a small sample from year to year of estates with gross value over $50,000 but with very small net value because of debts,
etc. For this reason it is questionable how representative their composition may be
assumed to be. The estimates for the income classes below $5,000 are derived largely
by extrapolation and are grouped separately for that reason. Samples of small es
tates (Coim and Lehmann, op. cit., p. 48) indicate that bank deposits as a percentage
of total estates increase rapidly in the smaller brackets.

J
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method described above afford rather striking comparisons with
the other available distributions of wealth in the United States.
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1
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1.500.000
405,789

30.
13.278
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t.000,000
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27.682
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2,171

4.35

4.031
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3400.

1,323
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7.000.
11,800.
17.800.

309

537
228
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6.222

28,000.
114,000.

io

4.5
2.163
1.9
.854
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i,86o

19

1.305

9

1.025

9

1.025

25
50

190.

391,373
151,329

500.

50- 100

1,050.

100- 150
150- 300
300- 500
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594,211

10

500-1,000
1,000-2.000
2,000-3,000

7,500,000
5.000,000

25.5
28.8
17.74

510-

25-

20.

i6i
48
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1923
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Below 51
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22.
24.5
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2,500,000
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1.500,000
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10

65.
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25
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17.
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197.

27.

5,000,000
2,500.000
1,000,000
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33.
14.799
25.8
31.2
19.1

I 2U.

625.897

105.201

228.267
56.466
16,634
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15.801
10.761

50

480.
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300- 500

1,070.

2,150.
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2,339

5.04

4,182

1,301

4.61

1,843
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2.25

542

500-1,000
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13.3
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3.901
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41.8
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3,111
2,071
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3.092
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1.021
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2.75
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2.530
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4 COMPARISON OF THE ESTIMATES

The results of this and other studies, plotted on Charts

1, , and
3, suggest the following conclusions:
i. Except for approximately the fifty wealthiest individuals,
the curves for all years are noticeably symmetrical, and, as is nec-

essarily the case with unequal distributions plotted in this manner, are somewhat concave in all phases of the business cycle.
2. During the years of the upswing, ending in 1929, aggregate
national wealth increased steadily, but no marked changes occurred in the character of the distribution. Virtually no changes
in inequality occurred. During the depression years, 193o-32,
there was a considerable flattening of the curve, indicating increasing inequality. With the beginning of recovery in ig the
curves became more sharply diagonal, i.e., the left end fell somewhat and the right end moved upward. Thus it may be concluded
that the capitalization of income approaches arc sensitive to yearto-year changes in the business cycle and, contrary to changes in

the distribtition of income, inequality in the distribution of
wealth is accentuated during depression years.
The wealth of the 7,500,000 persons with the largest in.
comes is shown to have increased approximately $i o billion dur-

ing 1922-28, or as much as or more than the entire national
wealth increased according to any existing estimates. It is not
likely that their wealth was enhanced at the expense of lower
wealth classes. The sharp increases in national wealth in Doane's
national wealth estimates, in excess of Kuznets' figures on capital
formation,23 seem to be confirmed. But we are here in the treacherous field of valuation. For it may likewise be argued that negative savings in depression years cannot be so great as indicated h)
the present curves or by the estimates of national wealth by Doane
and the National Industrial Conference Board for lg3o-32. This
aspect of the problem requires further investigation beyond the
scope of this paper. For this reason the present writer hesitates
to present the results in the usual manner, namely, that certain
percentages of the population possess certain percentages of the
total wealth in given years.
3 Simon Kuznets, National income and Capital For,naion (National Bureau of
Economic Research. 1937). p. 48.
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INCOME CAPiTALIZATION
4. The lower two curves on Chart depict King's distributirni for 3921 and the present study's estimate for 1922. It has al-

ready been noted that the curves intersect at three points. If a

total wealth figure of $309 billion,24 or any amount in excess of
King's estimate of $281, 159 million for 1921, is assumed for i 922,
the curves would again cross. The results at the points of cross-

ing are summarized in the accompanying table. Two substan.
THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH, 1921-1922
PERSONS 25

40
4,000
400,000
17,000,000

WEALTH

$

I'ERCENTACE OF TOTAL WFALTII

1.780,000,000
14,500,000,000
90,000 ,000,00()
230.000,000,000

1/2 of
5

30

7-15 to 8i .

tially different income-capitalization methods thus give closely
comparable results and confirm the rough calculations of Ingails.
Corey's distribution of non-income yielding wealth for
.
1928 is the short solid line at the right side of Chart 3. Inasmuch
as Corey did not show the stratifications within the broad social
groups he employed, the first datum plotted is for the wealthiest
382,341 persons of the Upper Bourgeoisie. The curve intersects
the tail of another distribution, that of Miss Yaple's for 192 8,2.
While neither the strict capitalization method of Miss Yaple nor
the special method of the present study are applicable to the lowest classes of wealth, Corey's conclusions may be tested by the
results. In the first place Miss Yaple's curve, embracing depression as well as prosperity years, is on much the same level as

Corey's; for 1928 her technique would have yielded higher
wealth figures than his. It is to be expected that a distribution of
income-yielding wealth would be more unequal than a distribution of total wealth. But assuming that the distribution becomes
more unequal in depression years, the shapes either of Corey's or
Miss Yaple's curves may be questioned. One curve begins where
the other ends, but tile slopes are somewhat different. One would

expect Corey's slope to be less flat than Miss Yaple's, or vice
versa. Caution must be used in drawing conclusions, for they
24 Derived from the estimate of the Federal Trade Commission for 1922.

25 Ring ditributes the total aniong 40,900,000 persofls for 1921. For 1922 the
number of 'gainfully employed'. 43,600,000 persons, is used.
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can be only tentative. Again it must be said that the
remarkably close in view of the substantially
different
6. Miss Yaple's figures indicate that the
bra,
possess more income-yielding 'vealth than theWealthiest
estimate of
wealth for these classcs in the present study. Ihere
are

Possibih.
ties of error in her method, discussed
Previously But,
ready pointed out, the

present results are most
first io or more persons. A strict capitalizatiomiUnreliable for
fore, might well be used at least as a check approach, ther
Upon the present
method in the highest brackets.
7. Doane's curve for 1929 is roughly parallel
study's for the same year, and would be mnuth to the prnt
shape were it not for two minor arithmetical more similar i
errors which account for the sharp rises in the curve. Both estimates
assign aa
identical amount of wealth to the first
million and a quarter
persons. The irregularity at the right extremity
of Doane's cum
should be ignored, not only because it
results from a slight error,
but because of the shortcomings of the
income tax data for the
classes below $5,000. As stated previously,
Doane's estimate refers only to income tax classes and
must,
therefore,
be supple.
mented by other methods.
8. Comparing the
property pyramid iii the United States in
1922 and 1936, one can observe
no marked tendency toward
increasing or decreasing equality. If the
results are reliable,
there is a remarkable similarity
between the distributions of
1921-22 and 1936. Waiving the
question of the changes in general price level, the results
sion in terms of national suggest the influence of the depres.
wealth The
continued heavy taxation upon incomequestion of the impact oF
and wealth in the future
is another matter, but British
sequence is an arresting of theexperience indicates that the contendency toward increasing inequality rather than any positive
fliOvement toward increased
equality. The same result is
predicted
for the United States in
the study by Cohn and
Lehmajn already referred to.

I

INCOME CAPITALIZATION

IV A Concluding Statement
In conclusion it may be emphasized that the
most general problem, common to all methods based upon the capitalization approach, is the determination of the wealth total, which
requires
agreement as to the practical limitation of the definition. It
cannot continue to be urged, for example, that the wealth total is
meaningless if it excludes human capital. Whether the aggregates for size groups can be added together to give a total wealth
figure depends upon the reliability of the methods. The results
thus obtained, however, may be checked against estimates obtained by other methods. But in any case the total inventory, its
definition and comprehensiveness, remains the chief general
problem.
The various methods discussed are subject to certain common
problems, as indicated in the text. In the first place, none of the
methods today is adapted particularly to the treatment of wealth
and its distribution in the lower brackets, except by means of a
considerable measure of extrapolation Lehniann's method is
applicable only to the income and estate tax brackets, and must
necessarily be supplemented by other methods. These other
methods have not yet been devised. No substantial improvement
has been made in this connection since King's estimate of 1921.
It is suggested that the existing probate court records offer an
important field for investigation for small estatcs,2 though apparently small estates are not consistently probated in all states.
Until more refined methods are developed for handling the problem of the lower brackets, the results of any of the methods must
be rather suspect in the lower ranges. Arid for this country the
solution of the problem by the estate-multipliei method awaits
the development of an estate tax comparable to the English.
Certain other difficulties are shared by the various methods:
(i) the determination of accurate average earning ratios; (2) the
use of a single rate of yield for the various strata of income and
wealth; () the many inadequacies of the income tax datapar.
'C1. Colni and Lelimann, op. cit., p. 48.
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ticularly the treatment of capital gains and
losses, and the influ.
eiice of undistributed profits by closely held
COrporatjoiis
Special dilhcultws involved in the I.e
mann method
(t) the various inadequacies of the cstate
IflcIude
tax data- the stlialjrie
of the sainpk in the higher classes, the Efflic lag
in tile dates 91
filing and valuation, and the sharp break iii the data
at the lOWtt
end of the distribution resulting from the
large exemptions
nutted; (2) the problem of gifts iHler vivoi;
pe
(3) the assumption
that the younger and older generation
of wealthy
individuals
(i.e., the living and the dying) hold similar
PioPortions of their
wealth in the form of corporate stock;
sion of stock ozi wealth, rather thati (4) the use of the regTeS.
wealth on stock, in
the
matching process.
The present estimates of the distribution
of wealth arc per.
haps sufficiently accurate to indicate
the ichit ivc measure of
wealth inequality LU the UflitC(l
States, the smallness of am
changes in inequality over fifteen
years. the influence of the
business cycle; and to provide materials
for analysis in the field
of public finance and taxation.
Whatever PtnP05C5 wealth distril)uuons may be used for,
accurate distribuuons make simpler
the (krivauons of breakdowns
of the results acconling to geographical divisions or estate
composition whicii these are needed
for purposes of economic analysis.
This is particularly
true if
the wealth distributions
are closely associated,
statistically, with
the income data.

Discussion

I MILTON FRIEDMAN
Any judgment of the adequacy of the method utilized by Mr.
Stewart to derive distributions of wealth must in large part
lunge on the J)LIOSS tot which the (listributions arc (lCSirCd.
If the major purpose is to obtain an approximate indication of
the degree of inequality of wealth in any one year or period of
years, then relatively large margins of error can be tolerated.
On the other hand, if the purpose is to investigate changes in
inequality from year to year or over fairly short periods, much
stricter standards must be applied. Our knowledge of the direction, and much less the niagnitude, of such changes even over
long periods is exceedingly meager. But that very fact suggests
that the changes cannot be very large: if they were, even the cxceedingly inadequate data available could not have failed to
reveil them. Mr. Stewart's purpose seems clearly to be the establishment of year.to-year changes in the distribution of wealth;
else he would scarcely have computed the distribution of wealth
in each of a period of years. If it is granted that such changes must

be exceedingly small, then the method he employs must be
judged by strict standards, with even relatively minor biases
worthy of attention.
The method devised by Professor Lehmann and employed by
Mr. Stewart rests on two sets of data: one derived froni federal
income tax data, the other from estate tax data. The income tax
data show the number of individuals and the average amount

of dividends received in each of a large number of income
classes. The estate data show the average value of the corporate
stock held by estates in each of a large number of estate or wealth
classes. These two bodies of data are combined l)y capitalizing
the average amount of dividends received by individuals in each

income class, entering the estate table with the resultant esti129
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mates of value of corporate stock, and determining
the average
wealth of the classes that own those amounts of
stock. Th
dividuals in each income class are then
attributed
(he average
wealth of the wealth (lass that Owns the
same average amount
of stock. The class intervals of the final
wealth (listributjo are
thus stated in terms of amounts of income,
and the
of
individuals in each class is the same as the numf)e,- Ilumber
of
income
recipients in the original income table.
The difficulties with this method are of two types.
There are,
first, the difficulties arising from the
character and reliability of
the data: the difficulty of accurately
estimating the Capitalization
factor; the empirical necessity of using the
same capitalization
factor for all income classes; the
fewness of the returns ir the
very high, and the absence of any returns in
the very low, wealth
classes and the consequeiit necessity of
cidedly different age distribut ion of the extrapolatioii; the de.
individuals covered by
the estate (lata and those
covered by the income tax data; the
use of figures based on unauditc-(l
returns; the biased nature of
the sample of individuals filing
income tax returns; the absence
of a wealth total that might be
employed to correct at least partly
for this bias; the conceptual
difficulties with the income total
used to classify individuals by income
classes; and so On. Second,
there are the difficulties inherent
in the method that could not
be removed by any conceivable
improveine,it in the data employed.

'.

The comments that follow
to the difficulties of the secondare restrictel almost exclusively

type, although some considera.
tion will be given to
one aspect of tile character of the
data-_-the
treatment of capital gains in the
income concepttllat seems
to be of crucial
importance for the
changes by the Lehmann method. measurement of year-to-year
Practically all the difficulties
of the first type are mentioned
and adequately discussed by Mr.
Stewart whjlc he does not deal with tJio
of the second type.
Further the difficulties
connected
with
the
character and reliability of the data might
Coricei'ably h rcrno%'e(l or rectified;
those inherent in the metho(l
cannot
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DISCUSSION
1 DIFFICULTIES INHERENT IN THE METHOD

The difficulties inherent in the method center about. the exact
interpretation of the classes in the tables purporting to describe
the distribution of wealth. Offhand, one is tempted to suppose
that they are what they pretend to be, namely, classes of income
recipients and that the wealth assigned to a given class is an
estimate of the wealth owned by individuals with incomes between the limits defining the class interval. But this interpretation which appears to be accepted by both Professor Lehmann
and Mr. Stewart is, on further analysis, untenable. Before pass.
ing to this analysis, however, it may be well to point out the
implications of such an interpretation, since the other methods
of obtaining wealth distributions by capitalizing income, with
which Mr. Stewart compares the Lehmann method, yield, in
theory, essentially a distribution of wealth by income classes.
Let us suppose that we have a table showing the wealth owned
by individuals in successive income classes. What relationship
will such a distribution bear to one showing the wealth owned
by individuals in successive wealth classes? It is clear that the
former distribution will tend to show less inequality than the

latter. The io per cent of individuals holding the smallest
amounts of wealth must hold a smaller proportion of total
wealth than io per cent of the individuals chosen on any other
criterion, unless this other criterion is perfectly correlated with
amount of wealth, in which case the two groups will hold the
same proportion of total wealth. More generally, if individuals
are classified by the amount of wealth owned, the resultant
classes clearly differ with respect to amount of wealth by as much
as or more than if any other basis of classification, say size of in-

come, is used. The seriousness of this bias in the direction of

showing less inequality than actually exists depends on the degree

of correlation between wealth and income. The higher the
correlation, the less the difference between the degree of inequality of a distribution of wealth by income classes and a distribution of wealth by wealth classes. The correlation between
wealth and income is doubtless fairly high, although few data
hear directly on the problem.
Chart i may, however, serve to illustrate the magnitude of
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bution of wealth by income classes. It gives the percentages of
wealth held by Successive percentages of individuals arrayed by
size of income. The very marked discrepancy between the two
curves suggests the extreme dubiousness of treating a distribution
of wealth by income classes as an approximation to a distribution
of wealth by wealth classes.
From the viewpoint of year-to-year comparisons, the temporal

stability of the correlation between wealth and income is

per-

haps of even greater importance than its size. For if it were stable,

the bias would be approximately constant, and year-to-year
changes in the distribution of wealth by income classes might
reasonably be taken to reflect year-to-year changes in the distribution of wealth by wealth classes. Unfortunately, this convenient assumption cannot be made. The amount of wealth
owned by an individual is probably typically far more stable
over time than the amount of income received; and the 'probably' can be converted iiito 'almost cet-tainly' if income is defined to include capital gains and/or losses, as it is iii the income

tax figures. The degree of correlation between income and
wealth can thus reasonably he supposed to vary considerably
from year to year; and, as a consequence, the bias inherent in
using a distribution of wealth by income classes is also subject
to considerable variation. Year-to-year changes in such distributions can thus not be assumed to reflect year-to-year changes
in the distribution of wealth by wealth classes without a careful
analysis of the magnitude of the bias relative to the magnitude
of temporal changes in the latter distribution, an analysis that
lStfl

and that the Lorenz curve would bc a straight line. The straight diagonal lines
in the charts are thus designated the lines of equal distribution. The greater the
divergence between the Lorenz curve and the line of equal distribution the greater

eahb

the inequality (M. 0. Lorena, 'Methods of Measuring the concentration of

gi8.
Ze of

%realth American Statistical Association Publications, New Series, No 7° (June
1(105), pp. 209-19).

This

3 The early part oF the broken curve in Chart i will appear strange to those
accustomed to Lorenz curves: the first Isro segments of the curve have steeper slopes

relamali,
tired

ding
kale
ccc.

dent

than the next. This is of course impossible if rIse vertical axis measures the
percentage of the characteristic by which the individuals arc arrayedas with
the solid line. It is entirely possible however when, as with the broken line, the
individuals are arrayed by a different characteristic. It reflects the ft that the
average wealth of the two lowest income classesthose with incomes below Jjois greater than that of the next income class, presumably because the intermediate
income groups derive a considerably greater proportion of their ilicoilse fioni
earnings than the very low income groups.
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procedure unnecessary.
As already indicated, these remarks 1tC to
SOnic extent

direq
against a 'straw man'. The Lehmnann
procedure d5 fl Yield
a distribution o wealth by income classes. To obtain
mation to this distribution it woukl be necessary to an approxj.
combine the
income and estate tax data in a different
fashion
than
is done
in the Lehrnanmi method. Most nearly
exact would he the will.
zation of a cross tabulation of the income tax data
Showing the
number of individuals receiving dividends
of various amoun,
by income classes. The average amount of stock
Owned woulil
be determined by capitalizatiozi. The
average
wealth
of individ.
uals owning the average amount of stock held
by each divjden.
income class would then be ascertained
weighted by the

number of individuals in each class, and added
for each income cj&çs,
This would involve employing the
regressio, of wealth on stock
rather than the regression of stock
on wealth, the one empioy
in the Lehmann method. A less
exact procedure but one that
would presumably though not
necessarils ield a closer
approxi.
mation than the L.ehnia,an method
would
be
to
eliminate
the
step requiring a cross dassilication, l)Ut
to
use
the
regression of
wealth on stock. Statc(l (lifferentl
tills procedure

quire the CoInputatioji [mom the

would re-

estate tax data of a table show.
ing the average wealth of
individtmals owning sartousamounof
stock, and the use of this table
in combining the income and
estate tax data.

The Lehmann method matches
each vealth class with the
income class that holds thc
same ael-ae amount of stock, It is
exceedingly difficult to give a simple
and unambiguous interpretation to this matching
process. In the light of the preceding
remarks, it seems clear that it does
not give the average wealth
held by individuals with
the specified income, Nor would it
necessarily seem to give the
wealth class that occupies the same
position in a classificatiofl of
that the income class occupiesindividuals b amount of wealth
by size of income. Offhand, in a classification of individuals
we might expect the result to be
In practi, of cour the

4

rIInc-at
nature of the distrjhutjon M
tax reurp,3 by amount of
tate
the omptl(atio,i of a regression would maLe ececdingt ditbcuk and treacherous
of health

on stoâ

SI
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some mixture of these two and hence the Lehmann procedure
to yield a distribution more unequal than the distribution of
wealth by income classes, but less unequal than the distribution
of wealth by wealth classes. However, the statistical tests described below contradict the last of these conclusions: though
in the three tests made the distribution obtained by the Lehmann
procedure is uniformly more unequal than that analogous to a
distribution of wealth by income classes, in one of the tests it is

also more unequal than that analogous to a distribution of
wealth by wealth classes. Thus our present concliLsion must be

exceedingly tentative: the distribution obtained by the Lehmann procedure may be expected to show greater inequality
than a distribution of wealth by income classes; we have no rea-

son to expect it to approximate a distribution of wealth by
wealth classes but cannot state whether or in what way it will
consistently differ from such a distribution.
If this conclusion is valid it means that, for the purpose of
obtaining an approximate indication of the degree of inequality
in the distribution of wealth, the Lehmann procedure has at
least one very important advantage over the other capitalization
of income approaches. The latter attempt to approximate a
distribution of wealth by income classes and as a result have a
very definite bias in the direction of suggesting less inequality
than actually exists. The Lehmann procedures on the other hand,
may yield results showing either less or more inequality than
actually exists; if the result shows less inequality than actually
exists the difference will be smaller than if one of the other
methods had been used. This advantage may, of course, be counterbalanced if the possible magnitude of error in the Lehmann
method when it shows greater inequality than actually exists is
fairly large; but on this point we do not have enough evidence
to speak with any confidence. It should be noted that these considerations are only indirectly relevant if the Lehmann procedure is used to study year-to-year changes. For this purpose the
relevant question is the temporal constancy of the bias or error
in the various methods.
The statistical tests referred to were made with two sets of
data. One set consisted of figures on the incomes from independent professional practice of about 1,400 physicians in 1932,

i3ti
l93, and 1934. The second set consisted Of
Silililar figuy
about i ,000 dentists.° For each set of (lata tal)les
were avajIl
cross classifying the professional J)ra('ti[ioJj&.i-s by their
1HCO
in different years, e.g., size of income in 1933 by
Size of 1fl

Ifl 1932. In performing the experiments for which

presented professional income iii 1933 Was treated resulta are
as ana1o0
to the income reported on income tax returns,
professional
come in 1932 as analogous to the 'llUC of stock

analogous both to the capitalized value of the

held (i.e.,

ported on income tax returns and to the value of thedividend5 r.
stock ow
reported on estate tax returns) and
prOfessioil incoirie in
as analogous to wealth (i.e., value of estates). Two tables
therefore constructed for each profession, (>I)C Showing were
average
income in 1932 by 1933 income claSSeS, the other
Showing

average income in 1932 by 1934 income classes.
The Lehmann
method was then utilized to derive froni these
tables the estimated distributions of income in i
to coflI;)are with the
known djstijbtjoiiso In addition, a third test was made utjhjz.
ing the data for physicians but treating income
iii li)32 as anal-

ogous to the income reported on income tax
returns and income
in 1933 as analogous to the amount of stock
owned, The resulis
of this test were intermediate betii
those of the other to
and therefore are not presented: the LCIUIIiLIUi
procedure yield
a distribution very close to the Correct one.
These experiments are designed to test solely

'I
S

.1

the bias inherent

in the method. None of the (lifliculties
arising fi-rnn the char
acter or rehiabihit' of the data is
present: capitalization is unnecessary; Since the tables cover the whole range of incomes,

extrapolatioti is flot required; since the
several bodies of data
all relate
essentially to the same 1ndividuaIs, they
are completely
free from error arising from
S These data were ohtain

non-comJxil-;Ih)ihity Further, even
from returns to (tIrstioflnajre studies mattc h the

I)epartme,jc of Commerce and are described
more fully in Simon Kuznets ar
Stilton Friedman 'Incemes from
IIldepcIl(lenl l'lofcsjona1 Prjctice, 1929-1936
BuIjeLjn 72-73 (National

Bureau of EconoIjic Resea-li February
5, 1q39).
procedure the actual average iIlCOlncS
1950 for

hi applying the Lehrnaji

each *933 Income
class were used. In
1934 income a linear regrsion of 1932converting these averages into C'tiIIIato
Incotiw 01) 193f income was employed.
T There are slight differences
in 1932 and 1933 but not in because some individuals reported their iflCOI1I
1934. others theit incomes I1 iq and ign bu nOt
in 1932. and so on. But these
differences are of very nhinor importance.
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from the purely technical side, the data are exceedingly favorable to the Lehmaiin method. The correlations between incomes
in the different years are extremely high; 8 and, I suspect, are
higher than the correlations between income and dividends,
wealth and amou:tt of stock owned, or income and wealth. Finally, the fact that the data relate to the same individuals, while
listed above as avoiding difficulties connected with the character
of the data, also obviates a difficulty inherent in the method. If
the wealth and income data related to the same groups of individuals there would be no need to utilize the Lehmann method:
the observed wealth distribution wmild provide a more satisfactory answer.
Chart 2 presents the results of these experiments. The heavy
solid lines are the Lorenz curves for the actual 1934 medical and

dental distributions: the 'correct' distributions the Lehmarin
method is designed to approximate. The dotted lines are Lorenz

curves baser! on distributions of igj income by 1933 income
classes. They are analogous to distributions of wealth by income

classes and are the distributions which, according to the interpretation accc1)ted by Professor Lehmann and Mr. Stewart, are
approximated by the Lehmann method. In accordance with the
above discussion, the dotted lines in both cases indicate considerably less inequality than the solid. Finally, the broken lines
are Lorenz curves based on the 1934 distributions obtained by
the Lehmann method. For dentists, this line is intermediate
between the other two. For physicians, on the other hand, the
broken line shows greater inequality than either of the other
two. The fact that the errors are in opposite directions iii the
two cases is peculiarly important in evaluating the usefulness of
the Lehmann method in studying year-to-year changes since it
suggests that the error may display little temporal stability.
Offland, the errors suggested by Chart 2 may not seem particularly gi-eat. As emphasized above, however, their importance
can be judged only by comparison with the differences in equality

that it is desired to study. In the present instances these differ8The correlation coefficients for physicians and dentists ale as follows:
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
YEARS COMPARE!)

1932 and I933
i93

and Ig4

1932 and ig4

PIIVSICIAS
.92
.95
.8g

DENTISTS

.94
.91
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ences are exceedingly
small: for both dentists and
physicians,
the Loreuz curves for 1932 and
1933 piactically Coincide with
the one for 1934 on Chart 2. If the
three curves were drawn on
a chart the size of Chart 2 it would be
impossible to distinguish
them. Thus the divergent Lorenz
curves
in Chart 2 are all obtained from distributions
whose Lorenz curves are practically
identicaL
2 INCLUSION OF CAPITAL GAINS'
IN INCOIE REPORTED ON
INCOME TAX RETURNS

The treatment of capital gains and losses

on income tax returns
is one of the deficiencies of the
data
utilized
by Mr. Stewart that
is perhaps most important for
the purpose for which his distributions have been derived and
at the same time has been least
adequately discussed by him. The
gains and losses has varied over the exact treatmeit of capital
period covered by

Mr. Stewart's estimates, but in general the
net
income
figure
used in
classifying the returns includes capital
gains in whole or in

part, while for most of the period losses

have not been

deducted.
The effect of this treatment of capital
gains
and
losses
on the
changes in inequality of income shown
by income tax data is
clear: it tends to make for greater inequality
when capital gains are important than in in prosperous years
capital gains are unimportant and losses depressed years when
are unrecorded.
The effect of this definition of income
on the inequality of
wealth shown by distributions derived from
income tax data
by the Lehmann method is
more complicated and, strangely
enough, in exactly the opposite direction. As
noted by Mr. Stewart, the inclusion of capital gains means that
during prosper-

ous years the high income groups md tide many individuals
with
large receipts from this source and hence
with relatively small
receipts from dividends. During depressed
few such individuals and consequently the years, there will be
higher income groups
will derive a relatively larger proportion
of their income from
dividends. The estate tax data will
presumably be little affected
by capital gains. Consequently, the high
income classes will
Whether and how they will be affected will depend
wealth from reali,ed capital gains are distributed on how the increases in
among various forms of
aue(s.
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be matched during prosperous years, with
relatively low wea
classes (those owning the
same averagc amount of
during depressed years. with rekttively
stock)
higher wealth and,
This introduces a bias that tends
to make distrit)LIt jots5 class
derived by the 1 ehmann method
less ttIte(ftltl during
ous than during depressed
years.
This bias may be prosper.
offset by the direct bias in the
sonewhat
original mcome disu-ihution.
statements about the bias in the
The
estimated wealth
do not depend on whether the
(liStributjop
concept of income that
is accepteci
as the basis for income distributions
md
tides
or
excludes
gains or losses.
capital
Though personally I should,
hw lTh)St
support an income concept that excludes
purposes.
capital gains
the acceptance of an
opposite view in no way aticuts or losses,
ing argument. And parenthetically,
the precedit may be indicated
view of the difference in the
that in
treatment of gains and losses,
bias noted in income
the
also unaffected by thedistributions based 011 income tax data is
concept of income act epted.
These comments galls added
point in the light of Mr.
conclusions about the cyclical
Stewart's
behavior of the inequality
come and wealth. lie states
that "contrary to change in of itttribution o income,
the disinequality in
shown to be accentuated during the distribution of wealth is
depression vears''Y' Thus,
changes he notes in the
the
inequality
of both
are in the direction that, in the
income and wealth
treatment of capital gains and absence of any 'real' changes, the

losses might he expected
to pro-

duce.

CONCLUSIONS

The statistical experiments
outlined above suggest the existence of a definite
error inherent in the
estimating the distribution of
Lehmann method of
wealth. This error can hardly be
expected to be constant
from year to year, audi
periments suggested that
indeed the exit might vary o)nsidcrahly
tion. These
in direcexperiments, moreover,
favor of the Lehrnann
were heavily weighted in
method. In irt ice, the
expected to be considerably
errors might be
greater, evemi with entirely
data. If to this technical
accurate
difliculty we add the
deficiencies in the data
nianv and serious
employed, the
!OPOjnt 2 in
Sec.

conclusion inescapably

_4_;
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emerges that the Lelunann method is useless for the purpose of
studying short period changes in the distribution of wealth--the
purpose for which Mr. Stewart utilized it.
Mr. Stewart reaches a conclusion exactly the reverse of the
one just stated: "that the capitalization of income approaches
are sensitive to year-to-year changes in the business cycle"." But
this conclusion seems to be based entirely on the irrelevant fact

that the distributions he derives vary from year to year. The
relevant question is whether these variations reflect changes of
the same magnitude and direction in the underlying distributions of wealth that his estimates are designed to approximate.
Our conclusion as to the uselessness of the Lehmann method
in studying short period changes does not mean that the method
e

$

may not be useful for other purposes. Indeed our incomplete
analysis Suggests that for the purpose of obtaining an approximate indication of the degree of inequality it is superior to the
other capitalization of income methods Since, while subject to
error, it is seemingly not subject to a consistent bias. This conclusion is, however, based solely on the technical characteristics
of the methods and does not take into account differences in the
adequacy of the data needed for the different approaches. Moreover, even on the technical side, it rests on a seriously incomplete
analysis and may be reversed by further evidence.

II W. L. CRUM
I am much interested in Mr. Stewart's method, and hope to examine it later with care. I am still sanguine about its possibilities, despite certain serious obstacles, including the correIation'
element mentioned by Mr. Friedman which greatly impresses
me. I am tempted to raise some small points:
i. The estate tax data cover a small number of cases in any
one year, and that number is strikingly small in high size classes.
Hence, the danger of sampling errors in these high classes, as
they are used to calculate ratio of stocks to total assets, is very
great. This risk is only partly reduced by the curve-fitting operation and it becomes particularly important in the year-to.year
comparisons stressed by Mr. Friedman.
"See point 2 in Sec. 111. 4.
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The securities in the estate tax figures are usually
Valued
at market, until recent Acts, at date of death. This
implies
that
the capitalization fator should aim to produce
market
val,
of stocks held by income recipients. This
necessity greatly in.
creases the task of determining the
capitalizatioti
factor in each
year.
2.

.
In general, it may be necessary to use a varying
capilali.
zation factor from income class to income class,
l)ifferent flcorne
classes may hold varying proportions of stocks,

dend payers and others and as between those as between dlvi
paying high and
those paying low dividends. The income
tax law itself may produce a bias of this sort, and other causes of bias
"lay exist about
which we may know little. I regard the
whole deterinitiation of
capitalization factors as highly uncertain.

III FRITZ LEHMANN
When I used the method of combining
the results of the income
tax statistics with the results of the
estate tax statistics in order
to estimate crudely the distribution
of national wealth, I did
not expect that this trick would be found
worthy of scientific discussion. The use I made of this
method has heeii questioned in
Mr. Stewart's paper. I-Ic believes that
the margin of error in
computing total wealth figures is
too great to admit of any conclusion as to how great a percentage of
total wealth is owned by
One group. I am somewhat
more
optimistic
than he, but since
it is a change in the distributjoi
of wealth that is under debate,
this is not a suitaI)Ie
opportunity for giving my reasons lit greater
detail.

U the other methods of obtaining

capitalizing income are compared with wealth distributions by
the combination method
I used, the decision as
to which deserves to he rated higher depends on the weighing of
some advantages and disadvantages.
The combination method has the
distributjoi1 of property iii esiate disadvantage of applying the
to the property of all living
people. It is possible that thc
vealtji of an average living person
is invested in a manner quite
differeiit from the wealth of deceased persons.
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Another disadvantage follows from the fact that Statislic.s oJ

Income groups income receivers according to income, including

capital gains. If people with high capital gains are supposed to be
people with a preference for stocks, the effect may be that the
holding of stocks is over-rated in the higher income groups and
under-rated in the lower income groups. But this effect may be
offset first by the fact that the members of the wealthier class
into which capital gains lift an income receiver of smaller means
tend to invest a higher percentage of total property in stocks,
second, by the possibility that the realization of capital gains

may frequently result in a shift from stocks to other forms of
property.

There is a third difference between the two methods which
Mr. Stewart believes favors the combination method, while I
am inclined to hold the opposite view. The combination method
uses only the yield oii stocks; this yield is used to estimate the
value of the stock owned and from this figure is derived the
value of all property of a group of income receivers. The capitalization method has to apply several yields: for stocks, for interestbearing property, for real estate, and for business. In addition
to increasing the difficulties of computation, the use of several
yields increases the number of possible errors. On the other hand,
the combination method magnifies every mistake committed in
estimating the yield of stocks. This is particularly important for
the lower income and wealth groups for which stocks constitute
only a minor part of all property.
A final disadvantage of the combination method results from
the fact that there is a wide variance in the date of death of those
for whom estate tax returns are filed in a particular year.
But against all these drawbacks the combination method possesses the very important advantage that it accounts for all prop-

erty, not only for property that yields taxable income. The
grouping of kinds of property in the federal estate tax statistics
does not admit of a clear segTegation of such items. It is not unlikely however that 30 to 40 per cent of the value of all estates
for which returns were filed, say in ig, consisted of property
that yielded no income subject to federal income taxation. The
greater the preference of the wealthier groups for liquid bank
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deposits insurance, afl(l tax-CXefll pt securities,
the greater will
be the advantage of the combination
method.
This comparative evaluation of the other
capitalization ap.
proaches and the combination method
takes no account of
those
criticisms to which both methods are equally exposed,
that center in the objection that rclial)lC
criticisms
bution of wealth among different wealth results as to the distri.
groups can never he obtained from income tax statistics.

Mr. Friedman was not unjustified
in his impression that I
was
interested in the utility of employing
the
Lehniann
method for
obtainin year-to-year changes in
the distribution of wealth.
Nevertheless I do not attach much
importance to such short penod changes and, as stated in
the paper, the intentiOn of the
nual estimates was chiefly the testing
anof
the
method.
For
it
does
not seem to inc that the production
of highly refined estimates
of changes in wealth distribution
from
'ear to year possesses great
value for economic analysis.
inequality and of shifts in Knowledge of the relative degree of
distribution over a period, such as a
decade, is, on the other hand,
highly important. In the absence of
fuller data and more adequate
methods, the I.ehmann method
possesses value for these purposes.
Rather basic in Mr. Friedman's
discussion is the question of
'size classes'. It is perhaps
something of an historical accident
every distribution of American
that
wealth
in
the
last
twenty
has l)een by income classes rather
years
than by wealth classes. Dr.
King. it is true, presented
his final results by wealth
classes, by
(:onverung the distribution by
incomt classes into wealth classes.
but in such a way that the
clature. Mr. Friedman is conversion was PIffCIY one of flOfliflentirely
illustration from the Australian correct in pointing out, with
material, that the two distributions arc widely divergent.
Accidental
thouhi it may have been,
tir :e.sult, I think, is quite
fortunate:
for
wealth distrhutions
most purposes for which
may be employed, it is highlv
they be linked to income
desirable that
distributions. T'here is no a prior: reason why income
distributions should he h'
income classes and
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wealth distributions by wealth classes. It is important, however,
that we be aware of the difference. Consequently I made no effort
to convert the present estimates, as Dr. King had done, because

I was impressed with the advantages of obtaining results tied
closely to the income brackets of Statistics of income.
The ingenious statistical experiments presented in Mr. Friedman's discussion, designed to test whether there is-an inherent
bias in the Lehmann method, show two results: (i) that the Lehmann method produces a distribution more unequal than a dis-

tribution by income classes; 1 (2) that the result may be either
niore or less unequal than a distribution by wealth classes. The
first conclusion is relevant, the second is not. For it is no advantage of the Lehmann method, as Mr. Friedman suggests, that it
niay sometimes give a result closer to a distribution by wealth
classes. But if Mr. Friedman's interpretation that the Lehmann
distribution is not precisely identical with a distribution by income classes is correct,2 it is then a highly important conclusion
that there is a consistent bias inherent in the method in the (lirection of greater inequality, as indicated in (i) above.
One result to be hoped for from the present discussion is that
the Treasury Department will undertake the tabulation of estate
tax returns classified by size of corporate stock holdings. The am-

biguity of the meaning of the matching process. referred to by
Mr. Friedman, arises from the lack of data. This perhaps is an illustration of the fundamental difference between Mr. Friedman's
and my approaches to the problem. I have attempted estimates
on the basis of the available statistical materials and the techniques open to an individual investigator, in the belief that there
is urgent need for even approximate results in this field. Many of
the data are rough and defective, and there are many gaps. The
combination of the income and estate tax data, by the matching
process, would escape the difficulties described by Mr. Friedman
if tabulations existed for (i) income by dividend classes and (2)
wealth by stock classes. The former was ptiblished for the First
time for the iq' returns; the latter tabulation is not included,
I See Mr. Friedman's argument that the Lehmann distribution is neither 'b
income classes' nor 'by wealth classes'.
Because in the matching process the regression of stock on wealth, rather tliaii
wealth on stock, is necessarily employed in the absence in Statistics of Incomr
of a tabulation of wealth by stock holdings-
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to my knowledge, in the poposed program of the Works
Prog
Administration Income 'Fax Study!

While admitting the possibility o' a bias, I cannot
agree with
Mr. Friedman that the Lehrnanu method
"doeS Hot give the
aver.
age wealth held by individuals with the specihed
income". Itairns
to do that, but the result is only an
approximation. What the
margin of errot may be depends in part
upon the use of an average for capitalized dividends for each income
class. The
tabulation indicates that while there
are substantial
disparities
in the amount of dividends received
by individuals in the
variow
income brackets, there is, nevertheless,
a marked regularity in the
data. I-low great a bias is introduced
by the use of the
regressio,
of stock on wealth rather than wealth
on stock is another consid-

eration. Though the number of
returns in the highest
brackets is too few, there is a marked
regularity in the
relating wealth classes and stock

estate
curve cor-

holdings (i.e., stock on wealth).
What the Lehmanii method does
is to match capitalized

dividends for the various income
classes with corresponding
amounts
of corporate stock possessed
by individuals possessing
amounts of
wealth indicated by the estate
tax returns.
The results obtained by this 'short-cut'
method are rather close
to those obtained by King and
others by more complex methods.
While King's estimatc as o December
3 i. 192 I was subjected to
sharp criticism, it seems
significant to the writer that the
present
estimate for 1922 is virtually
identical
with
it.
The
real
shortcoming of the method, likewise
true of any capitalization
approach. is
that it applies only to income
tax brackets.
At the same time many
have been mentioned by difficulties derive from the data. These
Professors Crum and Lehmann and by
Mr. Friedman. Capital gains
and losses represent a serious problem, and Mr. Friedman is
quite corl-ect in concluding that their
influence may well account
for the changes in inequality noted
in different phases of the
business cycle. Until recently,
the relevant data in St atistie,s
however,
allow any corrections for of Income have not been such as to
this factor. Examination of the
new
tabulations appearing for 195 and
1936
indicates
that
the
refinements that could be niade
would alter the shape of the curve appreciably only in exceptional
years.
S
Such a regression

of wealth on stoã might
be of little value, as Mr. Friedman
suggests. because of the high
exemption allowed by the present
estate tax law.

